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Pogo Art Contest 2013

Category: Illustration

Deadline: August 31, 2013

Website: https://bit.ly/3qpShSd

Digital art has made significant strides in the last few years. Ten One Design (a small design team creators of the

Pogo pens) is proud to be a part of the movement, and this Pogo Art Contest is their way of celebrating. 

There are four categories:

â€¢ Current Events - For anyone who is posting satirical or thoughtful explorations into world events, politicians,

news of the day, journalistic.

â€¢ Wildly Creative - This is for out-of-the box thinking, such as using an app not necessary or intended for

making art. Or using a variety of apps (app mashing) in a very creative way. Something that no one has done

before. Also could include collaborative efforts with more than one artist.

â€¢ The Way You See It - Representational, realistic/impressionistic art goes here; this includes landscapes, still

lifes and portraits of people, aliens and pets.

â€¢ Obviously Abstract - No explanation needed.

Upload your artwork no larger than 8mb in size. You may enter as often as you like, but each submission must be

unique. Submissions must be 100% your original work, and must be made using a Pogo-branded pen.

There is no entry fee.

Eligibility

The Contest is open to any individual worldwide 15 years of age or older.

Prize

One Grand Prize Winner will receive a Booq Boa Flow laptop bag, filled with cash* and additional prizes. The four 

https://graphiccompetitions.com/illustration
https://bit.ly/3qpShSd


secondary prizes include iPad accessories, forthcoming Ten One Design products, and various other items.

*Cash will be paid in US Dollars. If winner resides in a country outside the United States, Ten One Design will make

best efforts to send the money via PayPal. In this case, Ten One Design will only make payment to entrants in

those countries to which payment is allowed by PayPal.
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